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Abstract 

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D1.2 Data Management Plan, is to 
provide the first version of this ‘live’ document. The document covers the various 
aspects related to data management of the project, such as information about 
available data and data sources, the dissemination level of the data, initial 
information about security, transmission, storage and management of the data, 
ethical aspects and actions for a trustworthy AI.  
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Executive Summary 

Efficient data management planning is the enabler for knowledge discovery and innovation, 
and for subsequent data and knowledge integration and reuse. For this reason, EC 
introduces a template/guidelines1 to H2020 beneficiaries in order to make their research 
data findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR), so to ensure it is soundly 
managed.  

This report describes the first activities, from M1 to M6, in T1.4 Data Management, 
Regulations issues & Ethics and presents the knowlEdge initial Data Management Plan 
based on EC template and guidelines for FAIR data. This Data Management Plan (DMP) 
document will be continuously updated as based on project’s Description of Action (DOA) it 
is considered as a ‘live’ document that will be updated during project’s lifetime (M1-M36).  

In order to realise the FAIR principles within the project, the DMP includes a summary of all 
types of project data and data sources, metadata (current or planned) data dissemination 
level, relevant tools and ethics.  

For gathering further information about data availability in pilots, their processes for data 
management, any national ethical issues and laws for data protection etc. a questionnaire 
was created from T1.4 partners and circulated to pilot partners. The answers on this 
questionnaire were used in order to populate various parts of DMP. 

Besides the FAIR principles, special focus was given to the realisation of a trustworthy AI 
system by knowlEdge project. The requirements for this are presented in this document with 
an initial mapping of knowlEdge technical and non-technical activities that aim to ensure the 
delivery of a trustworthy AI platform. These activities will be continuous updated and become 
more concrete during the project and will be documented in this ‘live’ document.   

                                            
1 https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/open-access-
data-management/data-management_en.htm#A1-template  

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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0 Introduction 

0.1 knowlEdge Project Overview 

knowlEdge is a project funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the European 
Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021 until 
December 2024. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU countries, 
and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a total budget 
of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu 

AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these 
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the 
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the 
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that will 
be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and 
collaborative.  

To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the knowlEdge 
project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems and data management 
infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure management of distributed 
data and the computational infrastructure to execute the needed analytic algorithms and 
redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange society. To do so, knowlEdge 
proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data management, data analytics and 
knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that allow the usage of edge deployments 
as computational and live data infrastructure, and an edge continuous learning execution 
pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the AI models; (iii) A data management 
framework deployed from the edge to the cloud ensuring data quality, privacy and 
confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv) Human-AI Collaboration and Domain 
Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject their experience into the system to 
trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows the system to adapt automatically 
to system changes; (v) A set of standardization mechanisms for the exchange of trained AI-
models from one context to another; (vi) A knowledge marketplace platform to distribute and 
interchange AI trained models. 

0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D1.2 Data Management Plan, is the 
documentation of the framework used for the management of all the generated data in the 
project. Data management refers to all aspects of creating, storing, delivering, maintaining, 
archiving and preserving data. According to the H2020 Programme Guidelines for FAIR 
Data Management in Horizon 2020 the Data Management Plan should include information 
on: 

 the handling of research data during and after the end of the project 

 what data will be collected, processed, generated and published (shared, open 
access etc.) 

 which methodology and standards will be applied 

 how data will be curated and preserved (including after the end of the project) 

 how the project aims to deliver a Trustworthy AI system 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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0.3 Target Audience 

The Data Management Plan is of public nature, providing to the knowlEdge project team 
the framework for the handling and management of generated data. 

0.4 Deliverable Context 

This document is one of the cornerstones for achieving the project aims, particularly efficient 
data management, knowledge integration and reuse, and delivery of a trustworthy AI 
system.   

0.5 Document Status  

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public” since it provides information 
for project-internal usage only. 

0.6 Document Dependencies 

This document has no preceding documents or expected further formal iterations. However 
it will be a ‘live’ document, continuously updated until the end of the project. If explicitly 
requested by reviewers, the final version can be made available at the end of the project. 

Furthermore it is connected with: 

 Consortium Agreement (CA) which deals with legal aspects between partners; 

 Description of Action (DOA) which provides the foundation for the actual research 
and technological content of knowlEdge.  

0.7 Glossary and Abbreviations  

A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary. 

0.8 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

External Documents: none. 

0.9 Reading Notes 

This report should be considered as the initial Data Management Plan of the project. It is 
going to be a ‘live’ document that will be updated by the end of the project. This document 
comes in parallel with deliverables related to use case scenarios definitions, requirements 
definition and architecture design. Therefore, at this point (M6) is not possible to define 
exactly all the available datasets and data sources, all the technologies are going to be used 
for data management and secure data storage and transfer. In this document the initial plan 
was created using the current available information and following the methodology available 
in the next figure: 

 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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Figure 1: Methodology 

0.10 Document Updates 

None. 
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1 KnowlEdge Data Summary 

In this first section a short overview/summary of the available or generated data that are 
used and managed in the knowlEdge project are presented. After analysing the data 
availability in all the aspects of the projects it was defined that the Data Summary contains 
five major categories: 

1. Internal Documents. 
2. Pilot Data. 
3. Generated Data. 
4. Marketplace and User Data. 
5. Dissemination and Promotion Data. 

1.1 Internal Documents 

Documents related to data management and data exchanged in project level for the 
orchestration, realization and delivery of project’s tasks are included in this category. 

 

Type Internal Project Documents 

Purpose Sharing of various documents related to execution and delivery of project’s 
needs and tasks 

Description A series of documents such as Description of Action (DoA) , Consortium 
Agreement, Deliverables, technical and dissemination documents etc. that 
should be shared among all the consortium members belong to this 
category. Microsoft Teams/SharePoint2 is used for handling and sharing 
the aforementioned documents 

Data Format PDF, doc, xlsx, ppt 

Utility Primarily project partners. The deliverables and other project official 
documents will be available also to the EC. Finally, the documents 
(deliverables, presentations etc.) that will be characterized as public will be 
openly available through project’s web page  

Origin of the Data Project Partners (both Technical and Pilots) 

Figure 2: Internal Project Documents 

1.2 Pilot Data 

Data coming from project’s pilot partners will be one of the core parts related to data 
management as these data are the main data available to the project and act as the basis 
for all developments and research.  
 

Type Data coming from knowlEdge project’s pilot partners  

                                            
2 https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-sharepoint-blog/sharepoint-and-teams-better-together/ba-
p/189593  

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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Purpose Pilots data will be available to technical partners in order to build the 
knowlEdge AI models and tools for delivering solutions to pilot cases of 
the project 

Description KnowlEdge pilot data will be used in order to create AI models for solving 
pilot issues through the corresponding tools and services of knowlEdge 
platform. The pilot data are data related to scheduling processes, 
production processes, machines data (sensors, PLCs, video streaming) 
and quality processes data.  

Data Format csv, xlsx, json, txt, MS Access files, DB files  

Utility Primarily project partners  

Origin of the Data Project Pilot Partners  

Figure 3: Pilot Data 

  

1.3 Generated Data 

Besides the generated internal documents and the data generated by pilots, a vast amount 
of data is going to be generated by technical partners’ activities related to AI models training 
and data modelling.  

 

Type Data generated from knowlEdge project’s technical partners  

Purpose Generated data will be related to AI models that will be trained using pilots’ 
data. The trained AI models will be used by various components such as 
knowlEdge Marketplace and Decision Support Framework in order to 
enable the knowledge sharing and the delivery of pilot scenarios  

Description KnowlEdge generated data will primarily be the trained AI models. These 
models will be ML and DL models available for providing AI mechanisms 
related to data analysis and predictions based on various scenarios of the 
project. Besides these data, some data models, ontologies and 
vocabularies will be also used and generated for describing AI models’ 
metadata, pilot data and processes and the injected human knowledge.  

Data Format csv, sav, zip, npy, py, h5, pb, json, owl, rdf 

Utility Primarily project partners (both technical and pilot partners) 

Origin of the Data Project Technical Partners  

Figure 4: Project Gnerated Data 

  

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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1.4 Marketplace and Users Data 

Metadata for describing datasets and AI models in the Marketplace will be created and 
handled alongside some high-level user data. 

 

Type Data related to knowlEdge Marketplace and its users 

Purpose knowlEdge Marketplace should enable the knowledge sharing among its 
participants. Data related to its products(AI models) and users should be 
available  

Description KnowlEdge Marketplace will hold different types of data related to 
descriptions of AI models and datasets that are going to be 
shared/exchanged over the Marketplace. Besides this kind of metadata, 
some high level data related to users’ profiles will also be available in the 
Marketplace.  

Data Format json, rdf/owl, txt, csv 

Utility Primarily project partners (both technical and pilot partners) 

Origin of the Data Project Partners  

Figure 5: Marketplace Data 

  

1.5  Dissemination and Promotion Data 

Data and material for project result’s promotion to the public will be created by the 
knowlEdge consortium.  
 

Type Data generated for promotion and dissemination purposes of the project 

Purpose knowlEdge partners are going to create a lot of data related to the 
dissemination and promotion of the project in order to make the project’s 
results and findings available to the public and gain maximum awareness 

Description Promotional material such as presentations, newsletters, leaflets, 
documents and blog posts is going to be created by consortium members 
in order to enhance project’s awareness. Furthermore, scientific results 
will be published in Scientific Journals and International Conferences. 
Moreover, any open source software outcomes and datasets would be 
made available to the public using well-known repositories.  

Data Format ppt, doc, pdf, csv, source-code files 

Utility Public (related companies, research institutes, associations, individuals 
etc.), Project Partners and EC 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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Origin of the Data Project Partners 

Figure 6: Dissemination Data 
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2 KnowlEdge project and Findable Accessible 

Interoperable Reusable (FAIR) Data  

FAIR Data is an acronym which stands for Findable Accessible Interoperable Reusable 
(FAIR) data and is one of the essential requirements for a Horizon 2020 project3. By 
following the FAIR data principles, proper data management is ensured, thus enabling their 
better reusage and exchange, while keeping them accessible with optimal ‘shareability’. This 
was deemed necessary by the EC, as humans in the recent years are in need of 
computational support even more than before, due to the fact that there is an increasing 
volume of created data that are constantly more complex. 
 

 
Figure 7: FAIR data principles4 

 
For the case of research data, FAIR principles5 mean: 

 Findable by ensuring that: 

o data have a unique persistent identifier (PID); 

o data are described with rich and machine-readable metadata, where the PID 
is specified; 

o data and related metadata can be found online. 

 Accessible by ensuring that: 

o data can be retrieved online via a standardised communication protocol; 

o there are necessary restrictions in order to avoid unauthorised access; 

o metadata are accessible even after the original data are not available 
anymore. 

                                            
3 https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hi-oa-data-
mgt_en.pdf  
4 https://www.openaire.eu/how-to-make-your-data-fair 
5 https://snd.gu.se/en/describe-and-share-data/what-does-fair-data-mean  

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hi-oa-data-mgt_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/oa_pilot/h2020-hi-oa-data-mgt_en.pdf
https://www.openaire.eu/how-to-make-your-data-fair
https://snd.gu.se/en/describe-and-share-data/what-does-fair-data-mean
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 Interoperable by ensuring that: 

o common formats and standards are being used; 

o standardised vocabulary is being used; 

o references between data are given, so that relations are properly 
understood. 

 Reusable by ensuring that: 

o clear documentation and structure are provided; 

o licenses and conditions for data usage are in place. 

An important aspect that should be pointed out is that FAIR data do not need to be open for 
everyone to access them, as they can contain sensitive data from various parties. However, 
they can still follow FAIR principles and be shared under certain restrictions. 

2.1 Making data findable, including provisions for metadata 

In knowlEdge project the FAIR principles will be followed in all aspects of the project that 
include any kind of data and data management procedures. At project level we have started 
applying FAIR principles to the project internal documents that are shared among the 
partners.  

2.1.1. Project Documents and Files Sharable in a Common Cloud Service 

The knowlEdge document management approach aims at reducing the burden for project 
partners to synchronise, store, and locate documents. Microsoft Teams/SharePoint will be 
used for document management, sharing and storage. All partners communications related 
to any data/document exchange should ideally include a hyperlink/directory path to the 
document and not just an informal reference. 

Briefly described, the following documents can be found in the main folder: 

 Documents – General – CRITICAL: Critical documents for the project as mentioned 
above 

 Documents – General – Admin: Source versions of previous and current EU 
Contracts (including DOA) and CA 

 Documents – Project Work: Contains subfolders for each Work Package and then 
within each subfolder, each task, and within each task there are subfolders for each 
deliverable 

 Documents – General – Marketing: Logos, Graphics, Brochures, etc. and their 
sources 

 Documents – General – Meetings: Resources and results primarily for physical 
meetings such as plenaries 

 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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Figure 8: General Folder and Sub-directories 

 
 

Below, naming conventions, versioning and created metadata, are further inspected and 
they are already available in D1.1 Project Manual. 

Generally, filenames would be unique and descriptive of the content while including the 
word ‘knowlEdge’ at the beginning to distinguish from other projects where appropriate. 

An example of the naming convention and versioning is the following: 

 D1.3.1a – Periodic Report (M6) 
Example of deliverable file name: “knowlEdge - D1.3.1a – Periodic Report (M6) –
Draft - v0.9.0 - ICE” 
Comments: The deliverable name matched the specific tasks e.g. T1.3.1 Periodic 
Reporting with the ‘a’ (from “abc”) representing each of the versions in this case at 
M18/30/48. 

When generating a PDF file from e.g., a Word document, the exact same name should be 
used, with the appropriate file extension. 

2.1.2. Project Documents and Metadata 

A series of metadata related to shared documents are created. Especially for deliverables 
which are the official outcome of the project triggers metadata related to document state, 
document authors, titles and version and dissemination level. 

In particular, the following states are used for deliverables: 

 Draft: The working versions of a deliverable, ie work in progress which is not ready 
for review yet 

 For EU Approval (implying consortium approved): A deliverable which has been 
accepted by the project-internal reviewers and is therefore sent to the EC (for 
approval) 

 EU Approved: A deliverable accepted by the EC and therefore ready for publication 
at the knowlEdge Website if it is public 

Furthermore, metadata will be created by Microsoft Office. Namely, in knowlEdge, the fields 
of “Author” and “Title” should be used. Usually the “Author” field will be automatically filled if 
the author stated their full name in the Word personalisation properties. The title has to be 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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filled manually and should be the same as on the first page of the document. The rest of the 
metadata can be added optionally. 

There are two different dissemination levels for knowlEdge project deliverables:  

 Public (PU): Public deliverables are potentially available to everybody. Public 
documents are identified accordingly as in the DOA and CA. Once accepted by the 
EC, these documents will be uploaded to the project website.  

 Confidential (CO): Confidential deliverables are only for the members of the 
knowlEdge consortium. It is not allowed to forward them to project-external parties 
apart from the EU, reviewers, and the projects Advisory Board members in the 
case they have signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA). Confidential 
documents are identified accordingly as in the DOA and CA.  

 

Information regarding the dissemination levels must be marked in each deliverable as 
defined in the knowlEdge template. 

For the document management and storage needs of the project, MS Teams is used for the 
exchange and transfer of documents that are in progress. Documents that are widely used 
are also shared in MS Teams, such as the project templates and other key documents that 
are necessary for partners and individuals working on the project to be familiar with. Partners 
and individuals that are working on this project have access to the shared folder at all times 
and are able to edit, view and add documents. 

2.1.3. Project Data 

Besides the project documents, project data coming from pilots, pre-processed 
data(technical partners pre-process pilot data) and any other generated data will be stored 
on the Historical Data Storage Service of the project. 

An efficient, large-scale and scalable knowlEdge repository that is based on state-of-the-art 
data management techniques and NoSQL solutions will be created. The scalable data 
storage service will be responsible for storing the IoT data across the Edge and the Cloud, 
and to provide access control. As another major functionality, the knowlEdge Repository will 
be able to match knowledge based on different multi-scale criteria.  

The storage service shall focus on the sensor data and its processed versions. Therefore, it 
is envisioned to store only time series data in this initial stage of the project. Individual values 
stored in the time series data can be diverse in nature ranging from floating point values, 
Booleans and strings to images and video frames. The data governance and orchestration 
modules should ensure that the storage is used optimally in the Edge, Fog and Cloud, such 
that the network bandwidth, storage capacity, computation performance, privacy and 
confidentiality needs are met.   

The data and metadata storage will have a standardized data modelling whenever possible. 
The candidates for metadata and data are W3C Thing description6, OGC Sensorthings 
Sensing7 standard and Sensor Measurement Lists 8(SenML). By using the aforementioned 
standards the project partners will be able to store, search and consume data with an 

                                            
6 https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-thing-description/  
7 http://docs.opengeospatial.org/is/15-078r6/15-078r6.html  
8 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8428  
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interoperable and standardized way. Further details about these will be available on the 
corresponding WP3 deliverables.  

Furthermore, data and metadata related to AI models that will be created in WP4 will 
populate the KnowlEdge Repository (WP5) in order to be available to project partners. The 
AI Models and related information (metadata) will be available to users through the 
knowlEdge Marketplace (T5.3). A data model/ontology for describing AI models metadata 
will be created. In particular the search functionalities of the marketplace will be based on 
open source frameworks such as Apache Solr 9providing powerful search capabilities and 
support for large scale systems.  
 

2.2 Making data openly accessible 

KnowlEdge project aims to make openly accessible a series of data related to various project 
activities such as: 

 project reports/deliverables; 

 scientific publications writing; 

 software development outcomes; 

 pilot data; 

 dissemination material. 

2.2.1. Project Deliverables  

KnowlEdge project is going to produce and deliver 48 reports to the EC based on the current 
version of the DoA. Over 85% of them, 42 out of 48, will be publicly available and not only 
at consortium level. It is important that deliverables of WP3, WP4 and WP5 which are the 
main technical work packages of the project will be publicly available. Furthermore, WP8 
(pilots) demonstrators are considered to be publicly available as well.  

2.2.2. Scientific Publications 

All papers and scientific publications that will be produced by the project will be publicly 
accessible for anyone, as instructed by the Horizon 2020 program guidelines and the 
project’s DoA. In the cases of conference proceedings or journal publications’ restrictions 
related to open access, the project is going to deploy pre-prints of publication to project’s 
official repositories (for example OpenAIRE10) that is going to setting up. However, since 
certain factory data are highly sensitive and confidential, in some cases it may not be 
possible to publish the datasets that will be used in the produced scientific papers. In the 
cases that any dataset connected to a published research could be made publicly available, 
well-known repositories such as Zenodo11 which is indexed by OpenAIRE will be used.  

                                            
9 https://solr.apache.org/  
10 https://www.openaire.eu/  
11 https://zenodo.org/search?page=1&size=20  
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2.2.3. Software Development Outcomes 

The project aims to make available a large amount of software developments coming from 
WP3 to WP5. As the software prototypes from these work packages are considered to have 
a public dissemination level, it is expected that data models & vocabularies, documentation, 
scripts and part of source code etc. will be publicly available.  

At this initial stage of the project it is not completely clear which components and software 
developments will be available as open source, as this kind of information will be collected 
in WP9 activities. In particular, in T9.3 Exploitation Strategy & IPR Management will be 
defined the individual exploitation plans of the consortium partners and the IPR of their 
components. Further information about the public software outcomes will be available at the 
updated data management plan at the end of the project. 

KnowlEdge project is going to select and make available to the wider research community 
some of the ΑΙ models and algorithms that will be produced in WP4.Those will be available 
on the knowlEdge Repository from WP5. The knowlEdge Repository will be accessible only 
by authorised project partners. Some of the models will be selected to be available in 
project’s official GitHub12 repo alongside with the corresponding documentation. 
Furthermore, GitHub could be connected with other official project repositories such as 
OpenAIRE and Zenodo as this functionality is supported. In this way the project will be able 
to deliver a connected repository containing documents, scientific publications, metadata 
and source codes in order to be used for further research and development from third parties 
and beyond the project. Furthermore, in later stages of the project will be defined the 
possibility and terms & conditions for third parties to be able to access information on 
knowlEdge Marketplace that will be developed in T5.3. From a technical perspective, in 
order to identify the person that is going to access the Marketplace and the available data 
there, an essential feature of the Marketplace is going to be the support of various profiles 
and roles in order to build and maintain relationships among users and the available data 
provided by the Marketplace. Also, the system must be able to authenticate users and 
systems when they try to access information and decide if this access should be granted. If 
the proposed system is only deployed inside a single factory, then the factory‘s identity 
provider can be used for authentication and policy enforcement. For the authentication in a 
scenario with multiple organizations, a federated identity provider is a good fit, as well as a 
distributed policy enforcement system. 

2.2.4. Pilot Data13 

Pilot data in most of the cases are considered to be private and confidential and it is not 
possible to be made publicly available. However, they are some of the core data that are 
going to be used and transferred between the project partners so these data should be 
mentioned and described in current data management plan. 

In general, for the factory related data of the project, there are different types of formats 
used, hence different technologies that will enable interested parties to access the data. 
Those are SAP, Oracle, Microsoft Excel files, MS SQL DB, SCADA and monitoring tools, 

                                            
12 https://github.com/  
13 Details collected related to security mechanisms and processes in place for pilot partner are not added here as this 

report has a public dissemination level 
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MS Azure based databases, video streaming of cameras, sensor data from machines, 
sensor data from human operated tools and process data from the existing systems. 

In the following section there are the available information about pilots as they are collected 
and extracted by using the Questionnaire available in Annexes. The questionnaires will be 
updated by project partners during the project lifetime in order to address further topics that 
currently are not addressed by the available answers due to the early stage of the project.  

Parmalat Pilot Data 

During this early phase of the project two main datasets have been identified for Parmalat 
pilot. In the following tables the high level information about them are presented: 

 

“Sinapsi” database 
Description Dataset contains all information regarding production 

such as planned and executed production schemes, 
quality parameters, constraints etc. 

Data Types Textual format and alphanumeric 
Source of the Data  ERP and WMS systems from factory. Data are stored 

on SQL DBs 
Data Collection Automatically from ERP system. Also the extraction and 

manual provision of data is possible 
Dissemination Level Data are not openly available outside the consortium: 

there are data about production and selling that are 
confidential. The type/name of data used could be public 
(i.e. “we used information on selling, stock etc. to build 
algorithm) 

Documentation about Dataset No, instructions by company IT department can be 
provided to project partners 

Data Discoverable with Metadata Yes, using timestamp and/or unique id. Naming 
conventions for line/asset/field are available and 
versioning as well 

Personal Information in the Dataset Not personal, but confidential for the company 

Figure 9: Parmalat Pilot Dataset #1 

 

Collecchio pilot - MQTT broker live data 
Description Real time (sensors, machines) data from Collecchio pilot 

and plant configuration information are published to a 
real-time MQTT broker 

Data Types Sensor measurements, data can be considered as time 
series data 

Source of the Data  The data are available from Collechio plant and 
especially from field. Data collected from sensors and 
machines 

Data Collection Automatically data are published to MQTT Broker 
Dissemination Level Data are not openly available outside the consortium: 

there are data about production that are confidential. 
The type/name of data used could be public in order to 
build algorithms etc. 

Documentation about Dataset No, instructions by company IT department can be 
provided to project partners 

Data Discoverable with Metadata Yes, using timestamp and/or unique id. Naming 
conventions for line/asset/field are available and 
versioning as well 

Personal Information in the Dataset Not personal, but confidential for the company 
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Figure 10: Parmalat Pilot Dataset #2 

Kautex Pilot Data 

During this early phase of the project two main datasets have been identified for Kautex 
pilot. In the following tables the high level information about them are presented: 

Product Data (Quality Indicators) 
Description The dataset contains various data related to a product 

and indicates its quality. Especially, the physical 
properties of a product are included in this dataset 

Data Types  Product Measurement Points  (Wallthicknesses, 
Geometries) 

 Physical properties of product (Weight, Temp, 
leakage rate, torque/angle of locking) 

Source of the Data  Quality inspection process (manual measurements) 
Data Collection Manually and then captured in local database. After that 

a cloud database for data re-use is available 
Dissemination Level Confidential – available only in project level. In 

particular, Data processed on edge can be open 
Data processed within project should be classified 

Documentation about Dataset No, instructions by company IT department can be 
provided to project partners 

Data Discoverable with Metadata TBD 
Personal Information in the Dataset No 

Figure 11: Kautex Pilot Dataset #1 

 

Process & Performance Data (Equipment)) 
Description The dataset contains various data related to equipment 

and process feedback. The dataset is created by data 
generated from various sensors 

Data Types  Equipment & process feedback 
(All monitored sensors: Temp, pressure, torque, 
position, time) 

The data are collected in JSON format 
Source of the Data  Equipment Sensors 
Data Collection OPC client on edge device, stored in thingworx 

database 
Dissemination Level Confidential – the reason is that process data might 

allow market/competitors to gain insights of how to set-
up processes and equipment. Also interpret margins, 
production capacity loads, customer demands etc. 

Documentation about dataset Standard documentation for software tools related to 
data collection and management is available. It is 
related to Kepware – OPC UA, Siemens PLC and 
Thingworx IOT platform 

Data Discoverable with Metadata There are some naming conventions in place. No 
versioning is provided 

Personal Information in the Dataset No 

Figure 12: Kautex Pilot Dataset #2 

Bonfiglioli (BSK) Pilot Data 

Opposite to previous cases in this pilot the available datasets that can be exported are 
connected with each other and exported by common sharing databases. For this reason, 
they have been aggregated to one table. For the next iteration of this document it will be 
evaluated if it is possible to differentiate a bit the exported datasets.  
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Planning, Kitting and Quality Data 
Description The dataset contains various data such as Data about 

production, quality, HR, stock position, real time data for 
production, packaging, painting 

Data Types  Images (in all assembly steps required)  

 Assembly data (torque, pressure, oil press 
pressure) as a kind of time series data 

Source of the Data   Sensors 

 Databases (Assembly and Machining      
documentation DB, HR DB, Planning and Sales 
DB, Kitting, Stock position DB, SAP data center) 

 Human inspection 

Data Collection  Manually (barcode, manual confirmation) 

 Sensors and Measurements  

 Data are stored in SQL or ACCESS databases  

Dissemination Level Data are available only in consortium level, not outside 
of it. Personal data must be treated as per GDPR 

Documentation about dataset Documentation available for widely used databases 
Data Discoverable with Metadata Data are discoverable. By using part/order number is 

possible to identify all data acquired. Naming 
conventions (workcenters) exist and versioning is 
possible 

Personal Information in the Dataset Yes (name, BSK i.d., workcenter) 

Figure 13: Bonfiglioli Pilot Dataset 

2.2.5. Dissemination Material 

For promoting and disseminating the results and major achievements of the project, WP9 is 
going to create a vast amount of promotional material such as presentations, newsletters, 
leaflets, documents and blog posts. Various public information channels will be used in order 
to promote the aforementioned material that will be created by project partners: 

 

Figure 14: Main Promotion Channels 

Besides the creation of the content/data that will be publicly available, the selection of correct 
information channels is considered of equal importance. It is not enough to publish 
something if it is not published in the right place with the right target audience. Special focus 
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on this will be given in the WP9 activities which are going to be documented in corresponding 
deliverables.  

2.3 Making data interoperable 

KnowlEdge project plans to make data interoperable by supporting a series of activities 
related to both data and systems that are involved in the project. The activities includes both 
data and services that are available only at consortium level or publicly.  

2.3.1 Use of Well-known Data Models and Ontologies 

The projects aims to use standard data models, vocabularies and ontologies in order to 
describe the various data will be produced by the project. In this initial phase of the project 
the data models are not defined yet but the technical partners have identified the following 
data models and ontologies: 

 Sensor/time series data: As it is described in the previous section W3C Thing 
description, OGC Sensorthings Sensing standard and Sensor Measurement Lists 
(SenML) are considered to be adopted for sensors and other timeseries data 
description. Even though most of these data will be available only inside the project 
consortium it is very important to be based in well-known and standard formats. This 
will enable the effortlessly integration of technical partners’ components and the easy 
adoption of available components or algorithms that will be public available by third 
parties beyond the project.  

 Marketplace data: in this case, some well-known ontologies of fields of e-commerce 
are taken into consideration in order to support the data-modelling activities in the 
knowlEdge Marketplace. In knowlEdge Marketplace will not be exchanged products 
and services but AI models. However, these models can be considered as a kind of 
‘products’ and means and concepts of ontologies such as eClass14 and 

GoodRelations Language15 could be used.  

 AI models’ description: the AI models of the project is going to be described based 
on existing vocabularies for further enhancing interoperability and re-usability beyond 
the project by other data scientists. At this stage of the project three are the main 
formats that are considered for AI models description:  (a) Predictive Model Markup 
Language16 (PMML), (b) Open Neural Network eXchange17 (ONNX), and (c) Portable 
Format for Analytics18 (PFA), 

Besides the above described ontologies and vocabularies that may be used by the project, 
the project partners are going to create any mapping between data and tools consuming 
these data in the case that are not possible to be modeled in any standard data 
format/vocabulary. 

                                            
14 http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/eclassowl/  
15 http://wiki.goodrelations-vocabulary.org/Documentation/Extensions  
16 http://dmg.org/pmml/v4-4-1/GeneralStructure.html  
17 https://onnx.ai/  
18 http://dmg.org/pfa/  
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2.3.2 Use of Interoperable Technologies and Standards 

The knowlEdge platform will support interoperability among all of the subsystems and data 
sources involved with the development of a support adaptation layer. To fully implement 
interoperability in real-time architectures, the project will utilize both existing IoT Event and 
Message technologies (such as MQTT, AMQP, XMPP, STOMP) and extend such services 
with extra features if deemed necessary. Furthermore the REST protocol will be also used 
for the interconnection of various components. The delivery of many project’s services/tools 
in an API format will further boost the components/technology adoption both within and 
beyond project level.   

Also, existing standardized interconnections (such as FIWARE19, EdgeXFoundry20, IDSA21) 
may be employed in order to monitor, manage and govern physical devices and actuators 
in the production environment. Partners such as FIT, CERTH and VTT with knowledge of 
the aforementioned standardized technologies and associations will support their possible 
adoption and usage. 

                                            
19 https://www.fiware.org/  
20 https://www.edgexfoundry.org/  
21 https://internationaldataspaces.org/  
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Figure 15: Initial detailed technical architecture of the knowlEdge 

 

Moreover, the project offers a Data Integration and Management Layer providing tools that 
ensure the interoperability across the components in the Cloud Management, Fog 
Deployment, Edge AI and Cyber-Physical Layer (CPS) layers. In particular, the tools in this 
layer are responsible for receiving process data from the CPS and making them available 
to the Fog level, the Cloud level as well as to the Edge AI Layer. The components in this 
layer are responsible for: 

a. integration and interoperability of process data from the Cyber-Physical Layer; 

b. data quality assessment i.e., checking, improving and ensuring the quality of all the 
process data as well as keeping a local storage with consistent and high quality data; 

c. data governance i.e., management of the ethical principles close to the data, 
distributed between the Edges and the Cloud with a focus on privacy and 
confidentiality; 

d. real-time brokering i.e., controlling the data streaming among the different layers 
efficiently and considering the data governance policies; 
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e. local storage i.e., ensuring a correct storage of data. 

The aim of this layer is to enable data availability, ensuring high quality and consistency with 
privacy and confidentiality issues. The innovative features are twofold: on one hand data 
quality techniques that are tailored on the specific sources of data are applied in real time; 
on the other hand, the concept of reliability of data is fused with the privacy and 
confidentiality aspects in an offline process. 

2.4 Increase Data Re-use  

In the knowlEdge project, the sharing and re-use of data for research purposes will be 
determined by the data owner i.e., the entity that has the data under its jurisdiction. It is 
necessary to take into account that the data owner and data provider may not be the same 
entity. In line with EC’s interests, the knowlEdge project supports the exchange, sharing and 
re-use of non-personalised data through project’s solutions with the fair use policy that the 
data is used with consent of the owner.  

It is important to note that the knowlEdge project does not include any purely technological 
solutions to prevent the misuse of data during or after the project lifetime. However, it 
supports these important aspects by putting in place the necessary authentication and 
authorisation checks that govern the access and (to a certain extent) the utilisation of data 
stored in the knowlEdge platform.  

The datasets that will be considered as open access will be available for reuse in project 
official repositories in OpenAIRE and Zenodo. To further increase the data re-use in the 
project, as mentioned before, well-known vocabularies/data models will be used for newly 
generated data. Mappings to these well-known vocabularies will be also provided.  
Furthermore, the data models of the project can be made publicly available and accessible 
as well through the same repositories. In addition this, the knowlEdge data models could be 
also made available on EMMC22 and IOF23 which support the publishing of ontologies 
related to marketplaces and industry.  

In this Data Management Plan we are considering as data all the generated data of the 
project (scripts, pilot data, metadata, documents etc.). Therefore, for promoting the use of 
both data and software artefacts of the project, the following quality processes for improving 
their re-use and adoption will be followed. 

 Create a README file (.txt or .pdf) to ensure that data/code can be correctly 
interpreted and re-analysed by others. The README file should contain a short 
description of what data/code includes, a description with the relationship with other 
documents/publications, any data processing steps may needed plus any instruction 
for build and execute them. 

 Publish the programming scripts used for data gathering and analysis. 

 Both scripts and data should contain documentation and comments so that others 
can understand them. 

 Use of documentation tools such as Swagger UI 24 for APIs. 

                                            
22 https://emmc.eu/  
23 https://www.industrialontologies.org/  
24 https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/  
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 In the case any standard vocabularies were used then links and references to them 
should be added. 

 Use of consistency in file names, variables and throughout similar annotations. 

As this document is considered to be a ‘live’ document, in the next iterations more 
information about any available data with a clear license to govern the terms of its reuse is 
going to be added. Commonly used licenses like Creative Commons25 (CC) or MIT26 will be 
linked to project’s data or software. 

Last but not least there are the outcomes of knowlEdge Data Quality Assurance (T4.2) 
component. This component will perform data quality assessments providing structures, 
modules and algorithms dedicated to this job. This is going to ensure that the data will be 
provided by the project will be of high quality and easily reusable by both project partners 
and external researchers and developers. The available data would not contain missing or 
wrong values, will be easy to understand, read and manipulate them. Moreover it will not 
include duplicate information and will be meaningful for the purpose it is going to be used 
for. Moreover, scripts and techniques for data quality assurance could be also available to 
support researchers and developers that is facing quality issues with other data.  

                                            
25 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/  
26 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License  
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3 Allocation of Resources for Data Management 

Data management in the knowlEdge project is being provisioned through relevant tools and 
systems that are mentioned or cited in Chapter 2 of this report (of course the list of tools will 
be updated during the project’s duration). At this stage of the project we can refer especially 
to tools that are currently being used and that are related to document sharing operations 
and management at project level. The aforementioned tools provide a necessary level of 
fairness towards data sharing, security and privacy and are provided by the project partners 
as part of their commitment towards knowlEdge project.  

Data management in the knowlEdge project is an activity that concerns all of 
the partners, hence it is everyone’s responsibility. The project manager/coordinator takes 
the lead role of procedure establishment and monitoring of the available infrastructure, as 
well as its utilisation. Partners that provide certain infrastructure are also responsible for its 
maintenance. For example, VTT is responsible for the continuous provisioning and the 
flawless quality of service of the MS Teams/SharePoint folder of the project. Infrastructure 
that will be created during the project, such as the AI Models Repository, the knowlEdge 
Marketplace, and the data collection and security tools which are strongly correlated to data 
management will be defined and described at a later version of this ‘live’ document.  

Data management is also a responsibility of data owners (pilots) who decide which data to 
share, with whom, why, and under which conditions. Data for research purposes is ensured 
through the project’s lifecycle by respecting the procedures provisioned by the H2020 
guidelines and by using open-access repositories if possible. Furthermore, pilots have 
already in place resources related to data management (local DBs, cloud DBs and 
infrastructure, security mechanisms/software, relevant technical staff etc.) 

In the case of use of personal information, explicit request for confirmation will be handed to 
the party to ensure that the legal basis for the data processing is abiding all laws and 
regulations and that the appropriate technical and organisational measures are in place to 
safeguard the rights of the data subjects.  
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4 Data Security 

For data security a dedicated task, T6.3 Communication and Security Framework, is going 
to release a security framework covering the various aspects related to data and security. 
In this section a short summary about the future delivered data security’s aspects are 
presented. The security mechanisms details will be available in the corresponding T6.3 
deliverable so they are not analysed in this document.  

4.1 Principles 

For the knowlEdge project three security principles will be followed to ensure that the 
information handled by the project will not be misused or given to unauthorized individuals 
or systems. The principle are data avoidance, data minimization and least privilege and are 
defined in the next sections. Following these principles makes it easier to comply with the 
data protection laws (like the GDPR27 ) and it security laws (like the IT-Sicherheitsgesetz28). 
It also reduces amount of information that have to be secured and the potential attack points, 
which can reduce the efforts to secure the system. 
 

Data avoidance 
This means avoiding the collection of information, if the information is not necessary for the 
tasks in the project. Following this principle reduces the amount of sensitive information 
which needs to be protected against misuse and loss. 
 
Data minimization 
Information that was collected should be reduced to necessary minimum, which is necessary 
for the tasks in the project. Further information which is no longer required must be 
destroyed. Following this principle the amount of sensitive information which will be stored 
and transmitted by the system is reduced and reduces the potential for misuse. 
 
Least privilege 
Every person and component will only be given the privilege which is necessary to fulfil its 
assigned tasks. Privileges are among others to read, create, change and delete data. 
Following the least privilege principle reduce the damage one component or individual can 
create, either willingly or unwillingly. 
 

4.2 Security measures 

To protect the information handled by the system the following security measures are going 
to be implemented. 
 
Risk assessment of information handled by the project 
For all the information, which is handled by the system, it needs to be asset how sensitive 
the information is. The sensitivity can be measured with a tuple of containing the 
confidentiality score, the availability score and the integrity score. The values for the scores 
can be chosen at will, but typical values are NONE(0), LOW(1), MEDIUM(2), and HIGH(3). 
 

                                            
27 https://gdpr-info.eu/  
28 https://www.bsi.bund.de/DE/Das-BSI/Auftrag/Gesetze-und-Verordnungen/IT-SiG/2-0/it_sig-2-0_node.html  
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Encrypt data at rest 
When confidential information needs to be stored for long periods it must be encrypted 
before storing it. This will protect information from unprivileged access, either through theft 
or by recovering disposed storage media. 
 

Zero trust architecture 
The system should implement the zero trust paradigm defined by NIST Special Publication 
(SP) 800-207, Zero Trust Architecture29 as Zero trust (ZT) provides a collection of concepts 
and ideas designed to minimize uncertainty in enforcing accurate, least privilege per-request 
access decisions in information systems and services in the face of a network viewed as 
compromised. Zero trust architecture (ZTA) is an enterprise’s cybersecurity plan that utilizes 
zero trust concepts and encompasses component relationships, workflow planning, and 
access policies. Therefore, a zero trust enterprise is the network infrastructure (physical and 
virtual) and operational policies that are in place for an enterprise as a product of a zero trust 
architecture plan. For data management this is relevant because a zero trust architecture 
demands fine granular access control for every request and follows the least privilege 
principle. In addition zero trust also builds on secured channels for all communication 
regardless of the network location and a secure channel guarantees the confidentiality, 
integrity and authenticity of the transferred information. Further is it part of zero trust to have 
logging and monitoring of security events inside the system, which can reduce the risk of 
data loss and the loss of confidential information. 
 
Backup strategy 
For information which needs to be highly available a backup plan needs to be created. The 
backup plan should include: 

 what needs to be include in the backup, (see the data minimization principle); 
 how often the backup needs to be performed; 
 and how the backup will be performed. 

Furthermore, should be there a way to test if it is possible to restore the information from the 
backup and a way to monitor if backups are still being performed. Since Backups are stored 
at rest they should be encrypted as already mentioned. 
 

4.3 Internal Documents and Security 

Besides the above principles and strategies related to data security and the developed 
components in the project, the security mechanisms related to internal documents shared 
over MS Teams/SharePoint is of great importance. The project is using the standard security 
mechanisms coming from the MS Teams platform. It enforces team and organization-wide 
two-factor authentication, single sign-on and data encryption, both in SharePoint and 
Microsoft Teams. Also, conditional access to documents is supported, ensuring that only 
authorized people can access the documents, depending on their role in the project. 
Retention policies and data loss prevention are also highly important features that guarantee 
safety and privacy, as well as a mean to back-up important data. Also, further encryption for 
files, media messages, chat and call meetings can be provided by using customer keys at 
the appropriate level. Finally, Microsoft guarantees total privacy and security to any client 
using any of their platforms. 

                                            
29 https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-207/final  
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5 Ethical Aspects for Data Management and Trustworthy 

AI 

The most important ethical aspects that have been identified in the project are related to 
general issues of information systems and on-site trials as in more projects related to 
industry 4.0 and factories of the future. Moreover, in knowlEdge project some ethical aspects 
related to a trustworthy AI has also been detected. In the first section of this chapter the 
overall ethical aspects related to data management of the project are presented. In the 
second section of the chapter the ethical aspects for a trustworthy AI with alignment to 
knowlEdge activities are presented. 

5.1 Ethical Aspects for Data Management 

The knowlEdge consortium is fully aware of the ethical implications of the proposed research 
and respects the ethical rules and standards of HORIZON 2020, and those reflected in the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union: 

 Respect for human dignity 

 Right to the physical and mental integrity of the person 

 Protection of individual privacy and protection of personal data 

The project and the future developed solutions and services do not expose or analyse any 
data that can be considered as personal. Therefore, any barriers in data sharing and 
corresponding legislations are primarily coming from the pilot partners’ perspective. The pilot 
implementation activities are performed across two European countries, Italy (Parmalat and 
Bonfiglioli) and Germany (Kautex). A part of Kautex pilot operates also in Belgium. The 
relevant national legislations related to the countries involved in the pilots are the following 
(as they are collected from questionnaires): 

German Pilot: 

 Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information - 
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/DE/Home/home_node.html 

 Data protection authorities for its various states - 
https://www.ldi.nrw.de/mainmenu_Service/submenu_Links/Inhalt2/Aufsichtsbehoer
den/Aufsichtsbehoerden.php   

 Belgium: National GDPR Implementation Overview | Guidance Note | Data 
Guidance - https://www.dataguidance.com/notes/belgium-national-gdpr-
implementation-overview  

Italian Pilots: 

 Italian Data Protection Authority (Garante per la Protezione dei Dati Personali) is an 
independent administrative authority which takes into account the guidelines 
already included in the European Directive of 1995 - 
https://protezionedatipersonali.it/autorita-di-controllo  

 Italian Committee for Bioethics prepares legislative acts, to address the ethical and 
legal problems that may arise as a result of the progress in scientific research and 
technological applications on life - http://bioetica.governo.it/en/  
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 Italian Authority for Communications Guarantees (L'Autorità per le garanzie nelle 
comunicazioni) like the other regulatory authorities but operates in the 
telecommunications sector independently - https://www.rirm.org/en/agcom-autorita-
per-garanzie-nelle-comunicazioni-2  

 Italian data protection code reformed to enact GDPR. JDSUPRA (2018), available at 
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/italian-data-protection-code-reformed-75516/   

The participated department of Bonfiglioli in the project is located in Slovakia. For this reason 
the main relevant national legislations for Slovakia are presented below: 

Slovakia Pilot: 

 Act no. 18/2018 Coll. on personal data protection and amending and supplementing 
certain Acts. This Act implements the data protection standards of the GDPR and 
defines necessary local derogations as permitted by the GDPR - 
https://dataprotection.gov.sk/uoou/en/content/english-version-act-182018-personal-
data-protection-and-amending-and-supplementing-certain  

 Act No. 351/2011 Coll. on electronic communications. This law regulates the rights 
and obligations of undertakings and users of electronic communications networks 
and electronic communications services and protection of privacy. - 
https://www.teleoff.gov.sk/data/files/22211.pdf  

 Decree of the Office for personal data protection of the Slovak Republic no. 158/2018 
Coll. This decree regulates the impact assessment procedure of planned processing 
operations by the data controller on the protection of personal data. - 
https://www.slov-lex.sk/pravne-predpisy/SK/ZZ/2018/158/20180615    

Besides these specific national laws and legislations, the project consortium considers the 
related European legislations related to Ethics. In particular, the knowlEdge project 
considers all the ethical rules of H2020 program30 and General Data Protection Regulation31 
(GDPR). The project inT1.4 Data Management, Regulations issues & Ethics will 
continuously investigate, monitor and manage all the relevant issues to Ethics and in the 
cases some further support will be needed, the task partners will contact the EC Ethics 
Review Helpdesk. 

In addition to these general conditions, the project consortium is aware of privacy and data 
protection issues could be raised by the various activities to be performed in the scope of 
the project: 

 Data collection from all industrial pilots  

 Technology application in pilot activities (sensors deployment, software installations 
etc.) 

 Technology validation by testing and evaluation of the developed solutions 

As depicted from the above general project activities related to the pilot cases, human 
participants are going to be involved in certain aspects of the project. In addition to these all 
the other project activities that involves human involvement should be also follow ethical 
rules. Of course all these will be done in full compliance with European and national 

                                            
30 https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/ethics_en.htm  
31 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj  
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legislation (as they described in the beginning of chapter 5.1). The knowlEdge consortium 
is aware of following main legislations: 

 Directive 2002/58/EC concerning the processing of personal data and the protection 
of privacy in the electronic communications sector (Directive on privacy and 
electronic communications) - https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32002L0058  

 Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of 
personal data and on the free movement of such data - https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A31995L0046  

 Convention 1085 for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic 
Processing of Personal - https://rm.coe.int/1680078b37  

 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms  - https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/convention_eng.pdf  

 Chapter of Fundamental Rights and of the European Union - 
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/charter/pdf/text_en.pdf  

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights - https://www.un.org/en/about-us/universal-
declaration-of-human-rights  

5.2 Promote Ethics and AI Trustworthiness in the Project  

Following the collection and definition of the aforementioned rules, legislations and 
directives related to the project, the activities of T1.4 - Data Management, Regulations 
issues & Ethics are focused to inform and advise the project participants of ethical and legal 
issues relating to the design of the knowlEdge platform and related to the AI algorithms.  
Moreover, T1.4 activities related to pilots are going to highlight issues related to each stage 
of the project and other issues that are raised by partners during the process. This dialogue 
will help to sustain a more critical perspective on research ethics, covering in this way two 
main aspects:  

1. those related to data protection and informed consent  

2. and those related to ethical research and AI.  

T1.4 partners responsible for the ethical assurance will be present during the various project 
activities, to ensure compliance with the ethical standards set out at the beginning of the 
project, after which a report shall be issued and to later versions of DMP, as it is considered 
as a ‘live’ document. 

Furthermore, in order to train the researchers and end-users on the ethical aspects of 
research a list of articles and documents related to ethical, legal, socio-economic and 
cultural (ELSEC) are available and continuously updated: 

 

 

Title Description  Link 

High-level expert 
group on 

The European Commission appointed a group of experts to 
provide advice on its AI Strategy. As an outcome 4 
deliverables are available there related to Trustworthy AI 

https://digital-
strategy.ec.europa.eu/e
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artificial 
intelligence 

n/policies/expert-group-
ai  

HUMAN-
CENTRED AI: 
WHAT IS GOING 
ON IN EUROPE 

Selection of some remarkable projects that are currently 
taking place in Europe under the FET32 proactive 
project: MUHAI, ALMA, TRUST-AI, and MAIA. 

https://www.ai4eu.eu/n
ews/human-centred-ai-
what-going-europe  

On Artificial 
Intelligence - A 
European 
approach to 
excellence and 
trust 

The European Commission supports a regulatory and 
investment oriented approach with the twin objective of 
promoting the uptake of AI and of addressing the risks 
associated with certain uses of this new technology. The 
purpose of this White Paper is to set out policy options on 
how to achieve these objectives. 

https://ec.europa.eu/inf
o/sites/default/files/com
mission-white-paper-
artificial-intelligence-
feb2020_en.pdf  

EU 
CHALLENGES 
FOR AN AI 
HUMAN-
CENTRIC 
APPROACH: 
LESSONS 
LEARNT FROM 
ECAI 2020 

This article collects some of the main take-outs from ECAI 
2020 conference sessions, which had the participation of AI 
experts from the leading European organisations and 
networks. 

https://www.ai4eu.eu/n
ews/eu-challenges-ai-
human-centric-
approach-lessons-
learnt-ecai-2020  

BSC experts 
design a system 
to alert users to 
the effects of AI-
based 
applications in a 
quick and 
understandable 
way 

Researchers from the Barcelona Supercomputing Center 
(BSC) experts in artificial intelligence propose a set of 
visual icons and concise information for users who interact 
with applications and services that use AI technology. The 
objective is that everyone can quickly and intuitively 
understand under what privacy conditions each service 
operates, as well as the possible existence of biases in their 
interaction. 

https://www.bsc.es/new
s/bsc-news/bsc-
experts-design-system-
alert-users-the-effects-
ai-based-applications-
quick-and-
understandable-way  

LESSONS 
LEARNT ON 
TRUSTWORTHY 
AI MADE IN 
EUROPE: 
CHALLENGES 
AND ANSWERS 

On November 13th 2020, The AI4EU Observatory on 
Society and AI organised their 1st workshop “Trustworthy 
AI made in Europe: from Principles to Practices”. In this 
report the main lessons learnt are available 

https://www.ai4eu.eu/n
ews/lessons-learnt-
trustworthy-ai-made-
europe-challenges-and-
answers  

Data governance 
and data policies 
at the European 
Commission 

This is a ‘living’ document. Its purpose is: (i) to show how 
data governance and data policies can allow the 
Commission to transform into a data-driven organisation; 
(ii) to provide direction; and (iii) to identify areas for further 
work. It is the result of joint work between the Secretariat-
General and the local data correspondents network. It is 
informed by and consolidates existing local initiatives under 
a common corporate framework, and is aligned with 
international standards and good practices in the field. 

https://ec.europa.eu/inf
o/sites/default/files/sum
mary-data-governance-
data-policies_en.pdf  

Ethics of artificial 
intelligence and 
robotics 

Artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics are digital 
technologies that will have significant impact on the 
development of humanity in the near future. They have 
raised fundamental questions about what we should do with 
these systems, what the systems themselves should do, 
what risks they involve, and how we can control these. 

https://plato.stanford.ed
u/entries/ethics-ai/  

                                            
32 https://cordis.europa.eu/programme/id/H2020_FETPROACT-EIC-05-2019  
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Conflicts 
between artificial 
intelligence and 
data protection 
regulation 

A very short report summarizes the conflicts between AI 
and data protection regulations in order to present that it is 
mandatory to be careful about the use of data by artificial 
intelligence systems 

https://www.ai4eu.eu/sit
es/default/files/inline-
files/CONFLICTS%20B
ETWEEN%20AI%20AN
D%20GDPR.pdf  

The New 
Frontiers of 
European AI 
Regulation: How 
we are moving 
toward 
trustworthiness  

In this article, it is presented a short outline of the EC new 
proposal of a regulation on Artificial Intelligence and offer 
some stimuli for reflection. 

https://www.ai4eu.eu/n
ews/new-frontiers-
european-ai-regulation-
how-we-are-moving-
toward-trustworthiness  

An abbreviated 
assessment list 
to support the 
Responsible 
Development and 
Use of AI 

This abbreviated assessment list is mainly meant to assess 
the AI applications shared through the AI4EU catalogue, 
but it also can support organisations perform a ‘quick scan’ 
of the AI-application they want to develop, procure, deploy, 
or use. This quick-scan list is a self-assessment tool to 
quickly identify the relevant elements of responsible AI and 
the level of adherence to these elements. It will help 
determine the level of impact of the AI applications and 
provide options to balance different tensions and interests. 

https://webapps.cs.umu
.se/uminf/index.cgi?yea
r=2021&number=3  

Figure 16: Articles Related to Ethics and Trustworthy AI 

Based on the material of the articles in this table and the general collected information in 
T1.4 a webinar is planned at project level in order to further inform and train the project 
partners on Ethics and a Trustworthy AI. 

5.3 Ethical Aspects for a Trustworthy AI 

On 8 April 2019, the High-Level Expert Group on AI33 (AI-HLEG) presented ethics and 
guidelines for trustworthy AI, where it was established that trustworthy AI means that the 
system is: 

 lawful - respecting all applicable laws and regulations 
 ethical - respecting ethical principles and values and 
 robust - both from a technical perspective, while taking into account its social 

environment 
AI-HLEG is built over the ethical principles that are derived from the EU Charter of 
Fundamental Rights and the EU Treaty. They have been selected by their direct relation 
with the impact that an AI system might have over the society or a part of it. These principles 
are: 
 

1. Respect for Human Autonomy: AI systems must respect the freedom and autonomy 
of individuals. 

2. Prevent of Harm: AI systems should not cause any harm that may affect human 
beings. 

3. Fairness: includes, among others, to avoid individual or group bias that can lead to 
discrimination and stigmatization, to ensure an equal distribution of costs and 
benefits, and to provide means of redress. 

                                            
33 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/expert-group-ai  
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4. Explicability: improve transparency and communication of AI systems to provide 
means of verification and explanation of decisions. 

As the knowlEdge project aims to build its AI trustworthiness over the same ethical 
principles, the AI-HLEG Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI34 deliverable perfectly fits the 
project needs. In this deliverable of the utmost importance from the AI-HLEG, are introduced 
seven key requirements that when met, the AI system would be considered trustworthy. 
Therefore, the aforementioned requirements and recommendations are set to be followed 
throughout the project’s lifecycle. 
 

 
Figure 17: Realising Trustworthy AI throughout the System’s Entire Life Cycle34 

 

As depicted by the above figure, the first step for the delivery of a Trustworthy AI system is 
the definition of the main rights and principles. These principles are the aforementioned four, 
Respect for Human Autonomy, Prevent of Harm, Fairness and Explicability.  
 
The next step is to implement the seven requirements for a trustworthy AI (available in next 
figure) by adopting a series of both technical and non-technical methods.  
 

                                            
34 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai  
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Figure 18 Requirements for a Trustworthy AI34 

 
In the following part of this section, the requirements are presented, alongside with the 
planned/initial knowlEdge action points, both technical and non-technical, that will ensure 
that the AI will be deemed as trustworthy. Of course these action points will be updated 
during the project duration. :  
 

Requirement 1 - Human agency and oversight: AI systems should empower human 
beings, allowing them to make informed decisions and fostering their fundamental rights. At 
the same time, proper oversight mechanisms need to be ensured, which can be achieved 
through human-in-the-loop, human-on-the-loop, and human-in-command approaches. 

 Fundamental rights 
o Based on the project’s use cases and the answers to questionnaires by pilot 

partners it  was not found any case that knowlEdge system can hamper 
fundamental rights  

 Human Agency 
o knowlEdge platform will promote decision support and explainable AI in order 

to support decision making and enable people with no machine learning or 
relevant background to apply AI solutions in which they will have full control. 
Furthermore, based on the initial defined user stories there are not AI 
decisions that could have legal consequences. 

o Semantics will be included from experts’ domain knowledge, thus allowing 
better understanding of the data by evaluating the entire pipeline 

o The entire knowlEdge architecture is going to be human-centric, empowering 
their role in the AI solutions and keeping them in the middle of all decision-
making processes 

o A SotA user interface will be implemented that will enable users to interact 
with the system, improving the understanding of the data, as well as the 
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entire evaluation process. Dashboards will also be developed, giving specific 
insights with just a few clicks. 

 Human Oversight 
o knowlEdge utilizes a human-in-the-loop approach and will provide tools for 

observation, notifications, dashboards, knowledge injection, etc., through 
easy-to-use and intuitive UI with the purpose of properly supporting the 
process and product related decisions. Consequently, human users will have 
the chance to intervene in every step of the decision cycle of the system, 
hence it will minimize the chances of losing human oversight. The human will 
be able to inject its knowledge to train the AI models, to select models from 
knowlEdge Marketplace and compare them in order to select the best one for 
the decision making. Moreover, the human will be able through the DSS to 
check various aspects of the system, to set the decision rules and 
preferences, and of course to get the final decision. 

 
Requirement 2 - Technical Robustness and safety: AI systems need to be resilient and 
secure. They need to be safe, ensuring a fallback plan in case something goes wrong, as 
well as being accurate, reliable and reproducible. That is the only way to ensure that 
unintentional harm can be minimized and prevented. 

 Resilience to attack and security 
o All security requirements will be identified and assessed via a threat model, 

showing possible attack vectors. Protection from unauthorized access will be 
a strong focus point, since there will be sensible data stored in the cloud, fog 
and edge devices. Tools coming from other EC projects such as the 
Software Security Modeler35 from University of Southampton is planned to be 
used in order to conduct a risk analysis by building a model/network, 
identifying threats and misbehaviors, introducing controls and ensuring 
regulatory compliance. 

o knowlEdge project includes T6.3 Communication and Security Framework 
dedicated to security (more info available on Chapter 4). In addition to this 
general framework, mechanisms for security and role management will be in 
place for the main components that the users are going to interact such as 
DSS and Marketplace. Privacy-by-design will be a key goal for the entire 
project during its lifecycle, in order to minimize damage from potential 
security threats. 

 Fallback plan and general safety 
o Automatic decisions by the knowlEdge system that will harm humans’ safety 

are not detected in the initial set of user and system requirements (in 
progress during the writing of this report). knowlEdge project is going to 
provide some notification/alarm mechanisms in cases of issues, defects and 
malfunctions, and some proposals for planning optimization. However, it will 
be up to human user to evaluate and confirm the system’s outcomes. If any 
issues will be identified the user can ignore the system proposals or retrain 
any model (by using knowlEdge Repository and Marketplace) as a kind of 
fallback 

o With the development of the Integrated Digital Twin Framework that will be a 
copy of the real-life mechanisms used during the manufacturing process, the 

                                            
35 https://learnssm.it-innovation.soton.ac.uk/  
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users will be able to explore the outcomes of various decision before 
applying them on real world scenarios. In this way, the project can provide a 
mechanism for testing, which is an effective mechanism to increase safety 
and detect risks. New AI models can also be used here coming from 
knowlEdge Repository and Marketplace. 

o Safety risks would be greatly minimized by human injection as well. The 
injected human knowledge should also take into consideration the safety as 
a parameter for optimization   

 Accuracy 
o As no AI decisions that affect directly human’s life and safety are detected in 

the user scenarios, the accuracy requirement is not that critical from this 
perspective 

o Quality mechanisms for data preparation and processing, and software 
development as well have already been set up by the project and will be 
presented as part of WP3 activities  

o In order to ensure a high level of AI accuracy the project is going to deliver 
various components for this. First the high quality AI models that will be 
created in WP4 by the experienced project partners Moreover, knowlEdge is 
going to provide a repository of AI models and a Marketplace where users 
will be able to see information about models’ accuracy, comments, various 
useful information and other metrics. The users will be able to download and 
retrain the model and publish more accurate versions of it as well. 
Furthermore, models can be tested in Digital Twin and users will have the 
chance to test and decide between machine learning models. 

 Reliability and reproducibility 
o The knowlEdge pilots are composed of three diverse pilot cases that will use 

the same framework and will also act as a proof-of-concept for the entire 
project. The period of pilot testing will not only be used to fix errors and 
improve performance but also to test the reliability of the system and apply 
the same scenarios for reproducibility testing 

o DSS is going also to support rule based logic. That means for the same 
input, the applied rules should provide the same output  

o Digital Twin will also be used to test scenarios’ application and the system’s 
reliability and reproducibility as well. 

Requirement 3 - Privacy and data governance: besides ensuring full respect for privacy 
and data protection, adequate data governance mechanisms must also be ensured, taking 
into account the quality and integrity of the data, and ensuring legitimized access to data. 

 Privacy and data protection 
o In all of the system’s layers, security and access protocols will be put in place 

in order to protect sensitive and private data from unauthorized access. Also, 
privacy by design will be followed throughout the entire project’s lifecycle. 
Activities on T6.3 Communication and Security Framework dedicated to 
security will ensure this. 

o MS Teams platform selected for sharing critical internal documents provides 
a high level of data protection and security. 

o Privacy and confidentiality of shop floor operators will be guaranteed by not 
using any personal information. In the case that this will not be possible, a 
process for masking the personal information will be applied. 

 Quality and data integrity 
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o A dedicated task, T3.2 Data Refinement and Quality, is included in 
knowlEdge project and is in charge to receive the data from various data 
collection components to ensure its consistency as well as to check and to 
provide a high quality. Such quality will help to improve and make more 
accurate the project’s results. The modules and processes will be developed 
within this task will also insure the data integrity in the project’s lifecycle. 

 Access to data  
o Close collaboration with pilot and technical partners will ensure the definition 

of protocols governing data access. During the user requirements gathering 
this kind of needs should be defined in order to be translated to system 
requirements. 

o The entire system architecture will facilitate proper access rights while 
preserving security, privacy and quality constraints. 

o Key based access to the knowlEdge repository, Marketplace and users’ 
dashboards (primarily DSS) will be implemented. A user or a 
system/component will be authenticated by the project’s system security 
framework/role management mechanisms to access information. 

Requirement 4 - Transparency: the data, system and business models related to AI 
systems should be transparent. Traceability mechanisms can help achieve this. Moreover, 
AI systems and their decisions should be explained in a manner adapted to the concerned 
stakeholders. Humans need to be aware that they are interacting with an AI system, and 
must be informed of the system’s capabilities and limitations. 

 Traceability 
o Datasets, algorithms and models used by the knowlEdge system in order to 

deliver a solution/functionality will be tracked. Metadata about these models 
and algorithms will be kept in knowlEdge repository containing descriptions, 
details about parameters and configuration used, performance, input/output 
etc. 

o AI model bootstrapping over Digital Twin and feedback details on the 
Marketplace will ensure the best possible degree of transparency related to 
selected models. 

o Users will be able also to check in the Marketplace the information about 
their datasets and the AI models trained with them 

 Explainability 
o Special focus will be given in DSS’ design for providing further information to 

end user about models used and rules followed for the delivery of any 
suggestions, recommendations and notifications through DSS interfaces. In 
this way, the AI-based decision support and making will be explained to the 
users. 

o T4.3 AI Model Bootstrapping through Distributed Learning and Big Data 
output will be given in terms of best practices to deployment decisions, 
parallelization, code optimization or system architecture to maximize 
efficiency across different computational frameworks. 

 Communication 
o It will be clear for users that they interact with knowlEdge system that they 

interact with an AI system. Material and training sessions will be provided in 
order to ensure end-users awareness and help them to use the tools and 
services from the system.  
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o Dashboards and State-of-the-art visualizations will be employed for people to 
understand each situation brought up by the AI system and understand its 
limits and capabilities 

Requirement 5 - Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness: Unfair bias must be 
avoided, as it could have multiple negative implications, from the marginalization of 
vulnerable groups, to the exacerbation of prejudice and discrimination. Fostering diversity, 
AI systems should be accessible to all, regardless of any disability, and involve relevant 
stakeholders throughout their entire life circle. 

 Avoidance of unfair bias 
o Based on questionnaires, internal discussions and current user and system 

requirements, defined unfair bias should not be a concern of the project. 
However, this will be continuously examined during the project lifetime.  

 Accessibility and universal design 
o knowlEdge services will not deny access to people based their age, gender, 

abilities or characteristics. The only access denied condition will be based on 
who will have the authority/rights to access data and services as this will be 
indicated by pilot companies and tools’ owners. However, this will be 
connected only with privacy and security issues and not with personal 
characteristics etc. 

 Stakeholder participation 
o Continuous interaction between technical and pilot partners in order to 

deliver a trustworthy AI system starting from its initial design phase 
o Biweekly WP8 (pilots work package) calls are going to setup with the 

participation of technical partners to ensure continuous interaction for the 
delivery of a trustworthy AI system 

o Tools such as human knowledge injection and feedback(T7.1), 
Marketplace(T5.3) and Repository(T5.2), and DSS(T7.2 & T7.3) will further 
enhance the active participation of humans in the operation of the AI system 

Requirement 6 - Societal and environmental well-being: AI systems should benefit 
all human beings, including future generations. It must hence be ensured that they are 
sustainable and environmentally friendly. Moreover, they should take into account the 
environment, including other living beings, and their social and societal impact should 
be carefully considered. 

 Sustainable and environmentally friendly AI 

o By using AI, optimization of resource allocation and energy consumption will 
be a key priority when it comes to making the project environmentally 
sustainable. Energy-efficient production and processes technologies will be 
established in the studied industries. 

o T4.3 AI Model Bootstrapping through Distributed Learning and Big Data 
output will be given in terms of best practices to deployment decisions, 
parallelization, code optimization or system architecture to maximize 
efficiency across different computational frameworks. All these will increase 
the environmental friendliness of the system 

 Social Impact 
o knowlEdge project is not going to deliver solutions that will replace  social 

connections between humans, The solution aims to provide automation and 
decision support without replacing humans or their communication. Humans 
will be in the loop in all stages of the project. 
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o From a socioeconomic point of view, the industrial partners are expected to 
extend their market growth after the end of the project and will be able to 
dynamically adapt their processes according to the market needs via 
explainable AI. 

o The project’s framework will ensure the product’s safety, legacy, privacy and 
trust and will also enable user feedback to increase trust and positiveness.  

 Society and Democracy 
o Not applicable for knowlEdge project. 

Requirement 7 - Accountability: Mechanisms should be put in place to ensure 
responsibility and accountability for AI systems and their outcomes. Auditability, which 
enables the assessment of algorithms, data and design processes plays a key role therein, 
especially in critical applications. Moreover, adequate and accessible redress should be 
ensured. 

 Auditability 
o Assessment of algorithms and data will be done in various phases of the 

project and within various tasks/components such as T3.2 Data Refinement 
and Quality, T4.3 AI Model Bootstrapping through Distributed Learning and 
Big Data.  

o Furthermore, the design processes will be documented in technical 
deliverables and presentations/demos that will be reviewed internally by 
project partners and externally by External Advisory Board of the project and 
of course EC reviewers.  

o Assessment of solutions could also be supported by simulation scenarios 
over the project’s Digital Twin component. 

o Rating, feedback and comments about available AI models in the knowlEdge 
Repository will be available through knowlEdge Marketplace. 

 Minimisation and reporting of negative impacts 
o knowlEdge design based on experts knowledge injection will enable the 

minimization of negative impacts. 
o An impact assessment related to possible negative impacts will be done and 

the option to integrate a real-time impact assessment alongside with system 
proposals and suggestions will be taken into consideration. 

 Trade-offs 
o Any possible trade-offs would be explicitly acknowledged and evaluated in 

terms of their risk to ethical principles, including fundamental rights. 
 Redress 

o It seems not applicable to the project. 
 
In next versions of this ‘live’ document the above mapping of knowlEdge actions related to 
each requirement for a Trustworthy AI will be updated as more concrete architectural, 
technical and administrative design and development information will be available. In 
particular the project is going to use a continuous evaluation and justification phase including 
actions such as analysis, re-design, development and use. 
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Conclusions and Next Steps on Data Management Plan 

This report presents the current version of the Data Management Plan of the project as it is 
documented by T1.4 partners with the support of knowlEdge consortium. All the available 
information related to project’s data and the plan for their management considering 
technical, legal and ethical aspects are documented in this report.  
 
This is the initial information available by M6 of the project and many technical details related 
to data management are not available yet. Furthermore, by M6 the deliverables related to 
requirements and architecture of the project have not finalized yet. This fact introduces 
further uncertainty about the data is going to be used and the corresponding components of 
the project.  
 
Furthermore, in this document it was analyzed how the knowlEdge project plans to deliver 
a trustworthy AI system by addressing the various requirements coming from HLEG. Again, 
the technical and non-technical activities of the project related to trustworthy AI are based 
on current available information and they will be updated.  
 
The current Data Management Plan is going to be updated by the end of the project as it is 
considered as a ‘live’ document. Further input will be available by partners based on updated 
input in questionnaires and more information available at the project level related to actual 
technical achievements and deliverables. Moreover, workshop and continuous knowledge 
transfer to consortium members related to ethics and trustworthy AI will enable the release 
of FAIR principles and the delivery of trustworthy AI platform. These activities will be 
documented to this ‘live’ document as well. 
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Annex A: History 

Document History 

Versions 
 V01 TOC 

 V02 Initial input 

 V03 Further input and additional information from questionnaires 

 V04 More input especially in Trustworthy AI part and Data Security 

 V05 Conclusions and final improvements – Ready for internal review 

 V06 Review comments addressed  

 V1 Final version after final quality check by coordinator/VTT 

Contributions 

 Alexandros Nizamis – CERTH 

 Georgios Siachamis – CERTH 

 Cristian Barrué – UPC 

 Raphael Ahrens – FIT 

 Pilot Partners provided answers to questionnaires  
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Annex C: Questionnaire 

Abstract 

The purpose of this Questionnaire is to gather relevant input for knowlEdge deliverable, D1.2 
“Data Management Plan”. We need to outline what data will be generated (or exist), how it 
will be used, and how it will be made available to partners and the public, while ensuring 
that all legal, ethical and trustworthy AI requirements will be met 
 
Please fill in the information to the best of your knowledge up to now (fill only the fields that 
you can).   The plan will be updated as the project implementation progresses and when 
significant changes occur.   

Main Data/Dataset Information 
Partner name  
Data / Dataset name (indicative name of 
the dataset) 

 

Dataset short description   
Data Utility (to whom might it be useful)?  
What types and formats of data will be 
collected/generated in knowlEdge? 

 

What is the source/origin of the data?  
Method of data collection (how the data 
are collected) 

 

Will you re-use any existing data and 
how? 

 

What is the expected size of 
collected/generated data? Any 
estimation? 

 

Does the data contain any kind of 
personal information? 

 

 

FAIR Data 
Are the data discoverable with metadata, 
identifiable and locatable by means of a 
standard identification mechanism (e.g. 
persistent and unique identifiers)? 

 

Are you using any naming conventions 
and keep any versioning numbers for 
data? 

 

What about data openly available? Which 
of them can be open? About datasets 
cannot be shared, explain why 

 

How will the data be made accessible 
(e.g. by deposition in a repository) and 
what methods or software tools are 
needed to access the data? 

 

Does documentation about data and 
software tools access the data exist? Are 
the tools open source or somehow 
available? 

 

Which are the repositories of the 
data/metadata/documentation?  

 

If there are restrictions on use, how will 
access be granted and provided? 
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How the person accessing the data can 
be identified? 

 

Are the data used/produced/collected 
interoperable? Please explain your 
answer and mention the usage of any 
standard vocabularies/data 
models/ontologies or any mapping you 
can provide to them. 

 

Will the data be made available for re-
use? If yes, are there any restrictions, 
embargo period, licences etc.? 

 

How long is it intended that the data 
remains re-usable? (in the case they will) 

 

Are any data quality assurance processes 
in place or will be? 

 

Is there a chance that the quality and 
accuracy of the existing data will hinder 
the AI system’s capabilities to a significant 
extent? 

 

What are the costs for making data FAIR 
in your project? How will these costs be 
covered? 

 

 

Data Security, Integrity and Robustness 
What provisions are in place for data 
security, integrity and robustness 
(including data recovery as well as secure 
storage, governance and transfer of 
sensitive data)? 

 

Is the data safely stored in certified 
repositories for long term preservation 
and curation? 

 

Are you aligned with relevant standards 
(e.g. ISO, IEEE) or widely adopted 
protocols for (daily) data management 
and governance? 

 

 

Ethical aspects 
Are there any ethical or legal issues that 
can have an impact on data sharing? 

 

Are there data that are potentially harmful 
for a particular group of people/interpreted 
as discriminative? If yes, how? 

 

Can the data contain any kind of unfair 
bias? 

 

If the dataset contains personal data, is it 
diverse and representative? 

 

 

(National) Regulations 
Are there any regulations regarding data 
management issued by your government 
or any other national body that needs to 
be known for the data management of 
knowlEdge? If yes, which ones and what 
is their impact on data management? 
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Are the data in line with all the GDPR 
requirements? (i.e. data protection impact 
assessment, designation of data 
protection officer, data minimisation etc) 

 

 
 
 

Other issues 
Do you make use of other 
national/funder/sectorial/departmental 
procedures for data management? If yes, 
which ones? 

 

Is there any chance of critical safety 
issues that can be attributed to AI? If yes, 
what are those and how can they be 
prevented? 

 

Any other issues you want to add or 
highlight?  
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